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LONG TERM COMPENSATION 

Until the passing of the Accident Compensation Amendment Act 1975 

on 18th October 1975 in which Section 114 was re-drafted all 

earnings related compensation was , as a general rule , based on 80% 

of pre-accident earnings less earnings during incapacity. The 

exceptions to this 80% of pre-accident earnings rule were : -

( 1 ) Under Section 1 1 6 the prescribed minimum of 

$40 . 00 (increased to $60 by Order-in-Council 

+ for wife $J.OO " " $4 . 50 " " " 

+ each child $1.50 " " $2 . 25 " " " 

but not exceeding 90% of relevant earnings; 

J 1 • 5. 7 6) 

" 
" 

(2) Under Section 117 where an apprentice or improver or a person 

under 21 years of age is entitled to have anticipated increases 

taken into account while he remains within this special category. 

Provision was made under Section 114 (4) of the original Act for 

increases in rates of compensation by Order- in-Council - one such order 

was made in January 1975 increasing relevant e arnings by 9% and a 

further Or der made on 21 June 1976 increased relevant earnings by a 

further 7% but with a maximum of $7 . 00 a week . Prior to the amendment 

Act, because there was no compulsion on the Accident Compensation 

Commission to seek an Order-in-Council at any specific time, a person 

receiving earnings related compensation based on pre-accident earnings 

could rapidly become disadvantaged because of inflation , The 

amendment Act made earnings related compensation subject to general 

wage orders and thus removed this disadvantage . 
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2 . 

In addition to earnings related compensation , a person who suffers 

personal injury by accident in ew Zealand which causes permanent 

loss or impairment of bodily function may receive a lump sum payment 

as specified in the Second Schedule of the Act (see Appendix 1) . 

Section 120 of the Act also provides for a further payment up to 

$10,000 in respect of :-

(a) The loss suffered by the person of amenities or capacity for 

enjoying life , including loss from disfigurement ; and 

(b) Pain and mental suffering , including nervous shock and 

neurosis . 

Further compensation may be payable to him for pecuniary loss not 

related to earnings under Section 121 and medical expenses are also 

paid. 

The Accident Compensation Commission is also charged by Section 49 (2) 

with:-

(a) Ensuring the re - establishment in their previous employment where 

possible of incapacitated earners who have cover in respect of 

the personal injuries which caused their incapacity : 

(b) Ensuring the training or retraining of incapacitated earners 

II ( C) 

who have such cover and who cannot be so reinstated , so that they 

may secure other employment suited to their maximum capacity : 

Assisting , where it considers appropriate , the development of the 

ski l ls and talents of persons (other than earners) who suffer 

personal injury by accident in respect 01 which they have cover 

under this Act so that they may secure employment suited to 

their maximum capacity". 

To disc h arge these duties the Commission is authorised to grant such 

financial assistance as it considers justified . In 1976 direct 



J. 

1 
expenditure on rehabilitation was $69 ,556 and this does not include 

salaries of' 18 Liaison Officers working full time in the rehabilitation 

field, 

In a scheme which provides an injured person with 80% of' his pre-

accident earnings subject to adjustment for inflation, a lump sum, 

and in addition1 provides extensive rehabilitation why is compensation 

for permanent incapacity a problem? As the commentary on the 

Report of' the Royal Commission observes 2 the great issue in compensating 

permanent partial disability is to decide whether the factor being 

compensated is loss of' function, loss of' wages, or loss of' earning 

capacity . The Report of' the Select Committee 3 considered that because 

it made separate provision for non-economic losses compensation for 

both partial and total disablement should be based entirely on an 

estimate of' loss of' earnings , The Act as it was finally drafted 

and passed provided in Section 114 that the amount to be paid for 

permanent incapacity was 80% of' permanent loss of' earning capacity . 

Loss of' earning capacity was defined in Section 113 as "a person's 

loss of' earning capacity during any period shall be determined by 

deducting the amount that he is capable of' earning directly from his 

personal exertions during the period from the amount of' his relevant 

earnings for a like period." 

Although Section 114 refers to loss of earning capacity it in fact 

provides only for lost earnings and all that this Section did was to 

provide that once an assessment had been made it could not be reduced 

on account of' any increase in earning capacity, The assessment 

could be increased if' the person's condition deteriorated as a result 

of the injury . Loss of' function was provided for by the Schedule 

1, 1976 Annual Report to Parliament 

2, P, 91 para . 22 1 

J, P, JS para . 80 
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under Section 119 (see Appendix 1) . The Select Committee contended 

that this method was sounder than the "broad schedule approach" of the 

Royal Commission because it would be quite certain that "the greater 

economic losses to, say, a fitter and turner who loses an arm as 

compared with a bank clerk who loses his non-writing arm, will be 

properly recognised . " 4 

It is interesting, at this stage, to recall one of the defects of the 

old system which the Accident Compensation Act was supposed to remove. 

This defect was that injured persons delayed the acceptance of 

rehabilitation assistance because of pending claims for damages or 

compensation. To meet with success rehabilitation needs to commence 

as soon as possible and the problem is clearly summed up by Saad z. Nagi:-

"The process of disability assessment and determination 

is an extended one and frequently involves protracted 

hearings and litigations. Throughout this process, the 

claimant's primary concern is with marshalling all the 

evidence he can to prove that he is indeed disabled. 

the time involved, his health may deteriorate further. 

Moreover, it is likely that by the time his condition 

meets the legal definition of disability, his self-

definition has become more crystallized, thus limiting 

During 

potential for rehabilitation. Stated differently, the 

disabled in such a situation is faced with conflicting 

demands, At the time that he needs to emphasize his 

limitations and inabilities in order to qualify for 

compensation or benefits , he is asked to consider his 

capacities and assets for the purposes of' rehabilitation." 5 

Section 114 of the Accident Comp e nsation Act as it was initially 

4. Select Committee Report p. J8 para . 81 

5 , Sociology & Rehabilitation - Editor MB Sussman p . p. 107-108 
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5. 

enacted requ ired the Commission to make an assessment of 

(a) The nature and extent of his permanent incapacity , 

(b) The amount to be paid to him thereafter •.. 

and 

when the Commission considers that his medical condition is stabilised 

and all practicable steps have been taken towards his retraining and 

rehabilitation . To date no assessments have been made under this 

Section so that there are injured persons with permanent disabilities 

who have their earnings reduced dollar for dollar as their rehabilitation 

leads to increased earnings . Those persons are subject to the very 

conflicts referred to by Saad Z Nagi . They are better off only 

to the extent that the Accident Compensation Commission provides financial 

assistance and the opportunities for rehabilitation . 

The Accident Compensation Amendment Act 1975 repealed and rewrote this 

Section because the existing formula was impossible to appl y to an 

assessment for permanent incapacity . The Commission in fact recognised 

that it provided onl y for lost earnings and not lost earning capacity 

as was i n ten ded by the Woodhouse Report and the legislation . Two 

factors considered relevant , and not provided for in the original 

Section 11 4 were that at the time of making the assessment it could 

not be foreseen how long the person would live nor what earnings he 

may derive during the rest of his life . These factors are , of course , 

the very factors which were taken into account in calculatin g loss of 

earnings under the common law system . The re - written Section 114 

reverts to the tailor- made evaluation considered in the Australian · 

inquiry to be inappropriate because it is protr~cted and expensive , 

uncertain in its operation and producLive of argument and contention , 

and a serious impediment to rehabilitation . 6 Nevertheless it is more 

likely to produce a fairer result than the original formula and 

6 . Compensation & Rehabilitation in Australia Vol . 1 par a . J9 1 
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individual consideration has proved to be acceptable in the Ontario 

scheme. It is also more likely Lo aid earlier rehabilitation 

because it takes account of more than present earning capacity . 

Briefly the relevant aspects of this Section now are :-

(1) the requirement to make an assessment only when 

(2) 

the Commission considers that his medical condition 

is stabilised and all practicable steps have been 

taken towards his retraining and rehabilitation is 

retained . 

An assessment in writing by the Commission of : 

(a) The nature and extent of his permanent 

incapacity ; and 

(b) 

( C ) 

Whether the permanent incapacity has resulted 

in a permanent loss or diminution of his capacity 

to earn ; and 

The percentage which that permanent loss or 

diminution (if any) bears to permanent total 

loss of his capacity to earn ; and 

(d ) The weekly amount of his permanent loss of 

earning capacity (if any) , which amount 

shall be the percentage assessed under (c ) 

applied to his relevant earnings as determined 

under the various discretions - given in Section 

104 and Section 1 1J (~B ) 7 ; and 

7 . See Appendix 2 . 
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(e) The earnings related compensation is 80% of 

the amount assessed under (d) or any greater 

amount to which he may be entitled by virtue 

of the prescribed minimum amounts under 

Section 116. 

(3) In making its assessment the Commission is obliged 

to have regard to:-

(4) 

(a) The opportunities for employment (if any) which, 

(b) 

in the opinion of the Commission, will reasonably 

exist for the person, 

The degree to which, having regard to those 

opportunities, his ability to derive earnings 

has, in the opinion of the Commission been 

permanently diminished by reason of the 

incapacity. 

The Commission may in its discretion have regard (to 

such extent as it thinks fit) to:-

(a) the contribution of his interest in the capital 

assets of his business as a self-employed person 

to his pre-accident earnings; 

(b) any dealings with his interest in those assets 

between the date of accident and the date when 

the assessment is made; 

(c) the extent to which the use or acquisition of 

capital assets would be required in order to enable 

him to engage, or continue to engage in business as a 

self-employed person and the degree to which these 

assets contribute to his ability to derive earnings 

from that business. 
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8 . 

(d) any other factors which the Commission considers 

relevant . 

The non- reduction on account of increased earning capacity 

and re - assessment because of deterioration provisions are 

retained as are the provisions for increases in the amount 

of earnings related compensation by virtue of a general 

wage order or Order- in- Council . 

I propose now to examine Section 1 14 to ascertain how it may be 

applied and its effect on an earner who is permanently partially 

incapacitated . 

Before Section 1 14 applies the injured person must have suffered 

an incapacity from which he does not completely recover . 

" Incapacity" is not defined but Section 1 14 ( 1 ) (c) and (d) makes 

it clear that for the purposes of that Section it means something which 

impairs his ability to earn . This impairment is something which is 

medically observable and therefore the pre - requisite is determinable 

by medical examination and can be factually established . Permanent 

i mpairment is defined in the American Medical Association " Guides 

to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment " as follows :-

"This is a purely medical condition . Permanent 

impairment is any anatomic or functional abnormality 

or l oss after maximal medical rehabilitation has been 

achieved , which abnormality or loss the physician 

considers stable or nonprogressive at the · time 

evaluation is made . It is always a basic co n sideration 

in the evaluation of permanent disability ." 

This publication also sets out the criteria for evaluation of 

permanent i mpairment as follows :-
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"This is a function that physicians alone are 

competent to perform . Evaluation of permanent 

impairment defines the scope of medical responsibility 

and therefore represents the physician ' s role in 

the evaluation of permanent disability . Evaluation 

of permanen t impairment is an appraisal of the 

nature and extent 01 the patient ' s illness or 

injury as it affects his personal efficiency in 

one or more of the activities of daily living . 

These activities are self- care , communication , 

normal living postures , ambulation , elevation , 

travelling and non- specialised hand activities ." 

Accordingly impairment is a medical question but as that Committee 

observed " •.. permanent impairment is in fact the sole or real 

criterion of permanent disability far more often than is readily 

acknowledged". The report goes on to state" ··· permanent 

impairment is a contributory factor to , but not necessarily an 

indication of , the extent of a patient's permanent disability ." 8 

The emphasis on impairment occurs because it is medically identifiable 

and measurable whereas the psychological , social , economic , and 

vocational components are not so readily identifiable and measurable . 

S Z Nagi contends that when information is introduced on non- medical 

factors i n t h e assessments of permanent disabilities there is 

evidence that the perma n ent disability assessment is changed in a 
. "f• 9 s1gn1 icant n u mber of cases . 

The second pre - requisite to qualify for an assessment under Section 11 4 is 

8 . The Committee on Medical Rating of Physical Impairment , 
"Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent I mpairment " Journal 
of the American Medical Association , September 1958 , p . J . 

9 . S Z Nagi "Disability : Probl e ms in Concept & Measurement " paper presented in a post - graduate medical education program in Occupational Medicin e , Ohio State University College 01 Medicine , Jun e 1965 . 
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... the Commission considers that (so far as the 

consequences of the injury are concerned) his medical 

condition is stabilised and all practicable steps have 

been taken towards his retraining and rehabilitation." 

The proposal for determining the meeting of these criteria are:-

1. The medical condition is stabilised - This requirement 

should be regarded as satisfied if the medical evidence 

shows that all remedial, medical and surgical treatment 

has been provided and the physical condition has become 

static, so that no fundamental or marked physical 

change is to be expected; i.e. the medical condition is 

non progressive. 

2. All practical steps must have been taken towards 

retraining and rehabilitation - These requirements 

would be satisfied if the person's medical or physical 

condition is such that a rehabilitation or retraining 

programme would serve no purpose . In other cases it 

should be a matter for evaluation by the Medical 

Division to satisfy the Commission that maximal medical 

rehabilitation has been achieved. Basically rehabilitation 

and retraining pro g rammes will be supervised and implemented 

by the Liaison Officer service provided by the Commission. 

The amendment to Section 114 contains no other provisions specifying when 

an assessment must be made and the generality o.f these make it very 

difficult for a claimant to enforce his rights against the Commission. 

He could , of course , apply for an assessment under Section 114 and any 

refusal would be subject to righjs of Review by a Hearing Officer, 

appeal to the Appeal Authority and thence Supreme Court and Court of 

Appeal. Obviously the procedure has all the disadvantages of the 
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1 1 • 

common law action which the Accident Compensation Act was intended 

to remove , 

Having arrived at that stage where it considers the criteria are met 

for a permanent assessment the Commission is faced with the application 

of the code for determining the quantum of the assessment , This code 

requires the Commission to make a written assessment detailing its 

assessment of five factors :-

(a) The Nature and Extent of His Permanent Incapacity 

(b) 

This assessment , assuming acceptance of the criteria for 

evaluation of permanent impairment as defined in the American 

Medical Association ' s Guide previously mentioned , will be made 

from the medical evidence , It relates exclusively to the 

physical condition of the injured person , 

Whether the permanent incapacity has resulted in a permanent 
loss or diminution of his capacity to earn 

It could easily b e assumed that this is a simple question of 

fact , i . e. before the accident he earned x dollars but since 

the accident and after all of the rehabilitation procedures 

have been carried out he is earning y dollars , Such a view 

is far too simplistic and the Commission is still faced with 

the same imponderables as was the common law , i , e , what would 

his future earnings have been apart from the accident and to what 

exten t are these affected by the accident , Prior to the 

amendment of Section 114 it was quite clear that the basis for 

assessment was pre - accident earnings 10 but the re - written 

section refers to loss of or diminution of capacity to earn 

10 . Re l evant earnings less earning s after accident = loss of earning 
capacity , The new S , 1 14(1)(e) retains relevant earnings as the 
basis for earnings related compensation only to the extent that the 
percentage arrived at in 1 14( 1 )(c) , after taking into account the 
factors in (b) and (c) , is applied to this figure to calculate the 
weekly payments under 114 . 
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which applies only after any possible retraining and 

rehabilitation . It would therefore appear that the fitter and 

turner who losses an arm and becomes retrained in an occupation 

where he earns a higher income than pre - accident may still be 

entitled to an assessment under Section 1 1 4 if , because of the 

injury , he wi l l be unlikely to achieve the e arnings of a two - armed 

man in his new occupation . However , such an argument becomes 

nonsensical in the context of the labour market because his 

assessment would depend on the chance that the occupation in which 

he can find e mployment virtually as an under- rate worker has a 

higher earning ceiling than another . For exampl e , he may 

continue as a fitter and earn $50 per week , where , say , the 

maximum he could ever hope to earn would be $150 per week so he 

has a loss of earning capacity of 66- 2/3% ; alternatively he might 

become a painter , in which occupation he still earns only $50 
per week but a two - armed man can earn $200 per week so he then 

has a loss of earning capacity of 75% . It can also be argued 

that had he not had the accident he would not have had the 

advantage of rehabilitation but who is to gainsay that he 

woul d not have changed his occupation for a higher paid one had 

not the accident intervened . 

The percentage which the permanent loss or diminution bears to permanent total loss of his capacity to earn 

The provision for assessment on a percentage basis without a 

guiding schedule , at least on a broad basis and related to 

actual physical loss or impairm ,nt is unique. It also is 

difficult to apply when the only directions given are those in 

s . s . 2 of Section 114 . The ef1ecL is of course to allow the 

Commission a wide discretion and draw up its O\fll administrative 

rules . The calculation of this percentage using earnings 
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as a basis is one alternative and the mere absence of a 

schedule for S . 114 does not mean that the Commission cannot 

draw up its own schedule of disabilities for loss of earning 

capacity based on a percentage of physical impairment . A 

schedule of disabilities does not produce a magical answer 

but primarily obtains uniformity of evaluation and introduces 

some certainty into the result . In regard to a schedule basis 

the observation of the Australian Inquiry Report is pertinent 

where it refers to the use of formulae :-

" Each depends upon the theory that the average experience 

of life should be the basis for deciding the impact of 

various incapacities in particular cases . Once the 

degree of severity of the physical or mental impairment 

has been established, that objective fact is applied in 

all cases for the purpose of producing broad justice 
1 1 

promptly and when it is needed" . 

This comment is contrary to the statement that disability is 

"not purely a medical condition" the evaluation of which " is 
12 an administrative , not medical responsibility and function" 

but , of course , it all depends on the factors taken into account 

in compi.lin g the schedule and the complexity of the particular 

schedule . The view of the schedule approach taken in the 

Woodhouse Report is : -

11 . Page 182 , para . 392 . 

12 . The Committee on Medical Rating of Physical Impairment 
" Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment ". 
Journal of the American Medical Association . 
September 1958 , p . J 
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" There are great advantages in using some broad 

schedule method of assessing these cases in order to 

achieve a fair and reasonably predetermined level of 

compensation . It should be accepted that while the 

method will not enable absolute justice to be achieved , 

nevertheless the speed and certainty of assessment 

must far outweigh the expense and effort which would be 

associated with attempting to make the most meticulous 

adjustments in every case . In any event we think it 

unl ikely that assessments of such delicacy are possible 

if broad uniformity is to be realised up and down the 

country . Indeed , if each case had to be separately 

evaluated without the advantage of clear and general 

guide lines then many of the advantages of a scheme 

of' comprehensive insurance would disappear . " 

" The problem of assessing permanent partial disabilities 

and the provision of' an appropriate schedule is difficult. 

We regard it as one of the more perplexing issues in the 

whole field of compensation, but we are equally satisfied 

that the approach must be retained in any general scheme . 

Having said this it must be added that there is 

much room for improvement in both the pattern and the 

detail of the schedule at present in force in New Zealand , 

and without doubt it should be radically amended in both 

respects ." 1 J 

1J . Page 85 , para . 20 1-202 . 
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and l ater in the same report 

"It is necessary to provide assessments that are 
consistent and reasonably meet the need for uniformity. 
Nevertheless the schedule should be used as a general 
guide as in Ontario rather than an inflexible measure . 
In addition there must be some area of discretion to 

14 deal with the unusual case ." 

The last sentence is an obvious reference to the administrative 
function in evaluation . 

Another view of " Schedules " (although this relates specifically 
to Section 119 the comments are of interest) is given in 
Appendix J . In Australia the Senate Committee , as reported 
in the Australian Financial Review dated 23 July 1975 , stated :-

" (9) Basis of Assessment, 

That the American Medical Association " guides " 
be used only 1or statistical purposes and as some 
evidence of the de g ree of a permanent impairment ." 

The New Zealand Select Committee blandly stated i n relation 
to Earnings Related Compensation for permanent partial disability 
that :-

" The use of a schedule of the percentages of physical 
disability for various injuries is not necessary for this 
c l ass of compensation ," A footnote indicates 

14 . Ibid . p . 122 para . JOJ (e) 
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that their approach (compensation for both partial 

and total disablement should be based entirely on an 

estimate of loss of earnings) was that recommended in 

submissions by the New Zealand Law Society and by the 
15 Railway Unions. 

In using loss of earnings as a basis for calculating permanent 
partial disability for the payment of earnings related 

compensation there are two possibilities:-

(1) Loss based on actual post-accident and pre-

accident earnings; or 

(2) Loss of earnings based on potential earnings. 

The first alternative is the option which was provided for in 

the original Section 114 and the results of the calculation can 

be seen in Appendix 4 under the section headed "Total income 

prior to 114 Assessment". Its effect on rehabilitation are 

obvious in that the lower the earnings at the time of the 

assessment the higher will be the compensation payable under 

the permanent assessment, 

The use of potential earnings (the second alternative) 

would require a determination of:-

15. Report of Select Committee p. JS. 
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1 7. 

(i) maximum potential earnings prior to the accident ; and 

(ii) maximum potential earnings aft er the accident. 

No doubt this would in theory in some cases produce a 

true reflection of the percentage of disability but there 

is great practical difficulty in determining these figures . 

Both are a matter of conjecture and (ii) could well become 

a serious impediment to rehabilitation . Additionally long 

delays will be experienced before (ii) can be determined. 

Some examples of using this method are given in Appendix 4 

and the question arises what happens when the potential 

before and after the accident are the same or nearly the 

same but it will be many years before that potential is 

reached as could well be the case in example 5 & 6 . It 

would seem that no assessment should be made under 114 if 

ERC is less than would be payable under S . 11J . 

As observed in 1 6 the Australian Report the desirable qualities 

of the method of assessment are simplicity and speed ; 

sufficient certainty in operation; reasonably non- contentious; 

and not inhibiting rehabilitation . The provisions in the 

amended Act meet none o.f these criteria and one is thrown back 

to the conclusion that a schedule is essential to meet these 

crite::"ia . Such a sch dule would be complicated and it would 

need ~o allow for occupation as well as physical disability but 

it need not be as complicated as the Californian Method 

Vol. 1 para . 393 (b) 
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18 • 

to produce certainty and broad justice . As the 

Act now stands it is back in the common law position 

where one must subjectively look at the nature and extent 

of the permanent incapacity and its effect on earnings and 

come to the conclus ion that the injured person had lost 

earning s of $x . In fact an additional step is introduced 

becaus e one must g o throug h the exercise of calculating a 

percentage which will then produce the $x already decided 

ermanent loss of earnin 

on. 

C to 
relevant earnings 

17 
Appendix~ shows some hypothetical calculations of 

permanent loss of earning capacity . Assuming pre. and post-

accident potential earning s could be determined the fair 

result which could be produced is defeated by the requirement 

that the percentag e be applL ed to relevant earnings (these 

are pre - accident earning s) . Examples 1 & 2 clearly indicate 

the devastating effect of applying the percentage to 

relevant earnings. Two persons with identical degrees of 

incapacity and the same pre - accident potential receive widely 

differing weekly payments . It is possible to argue that 

the low earnings indicate an employee who has just commenced 

to work and he will therefore receive compensation for a 

longer period and the discrepancy therefore disappears over 

time but this is contrary to the reality of the situation . 

Many employees , particularly tradesmen reach maximum earnings 

early in life . This method is not a fai·r way to endeavour 

These examples i gnore the lump sum provisions of Sections 1 19 
and 120 because the maximum amount is only $ 17 , 000 and in the 
circumstances under cons ideration the awards would be well 
below · this amount and therefore not significan t . In any 
event they compensate for losses other than loss of earning 
capacity . 
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to automatically adjust the compensation for expected length 

of working life. In example 1, he receives $8 per week 

more than his earnings before the accident yet he had a 

potential to achieve an additional $140 per week had he not 

been injured. In example 2. he receives $16 per week less 

than he earned before the accident. It must be remembered 

that it is assumed that these two persons have been 

rehabilitated and both working a 40 hour week as they did 

before the accident. Prior to the Amendment Act they would 

have received $64 as a g ainst $ 108 and $112 as against $144. 

The emphasis throughout the Act is on pre-accident earnings and 

potential earnings are provided for in Section 118 where they 

relate to specified classes of persons who are non-earners or 

beginners whose relevant earning s are less than prescribed 

amount for that Section - currently $75. Section 104 (5) 

also permits the use of anticipated post-accident earnings 

for the period of short term incapacity (the period commencing 

on the 7th day after the date of the accident and ending with 

the 28th day of the period). It is interesting to note 

that this latter provision was included in the last amendment 

and also in that amendment, which was regarded as a significant 

policy change, the Commission was empowered by 104 (6) to fix 

minimum amounts in certain cases. Section 117 also provides 

for note to be taken of potential earnings for improvers and 

apprentices. Notwiths tanding thc~e variations the majority 

of assessments are required to be made on pre-accident earnings. 

The Australian Bill provided for assessment of permanent 

partial incapacity on the basis of a national average weekly 

earnings. ~owever, the Senate Committee recommended that 
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benefits should be based on the actual loss of individual 
18 

earnings . 

The reasons for using pre - accident earnings are not available 

so far as the New Zealand legislation is concerned but it is 

obviously tied up with protecting the fund and compensation 

being paid on the amount levy has been paid on . The " inflation 

proofing" of earnings related compensation is regarded as a 

significant movement by some and a considerable drain on the 

fund . Nevertheless it could well be that the new provision to 

use anticipated earnings for short-term incapacity in Section 

104 (5) is the start of a move to potential earnings. 

The weekly amount to be 80% of the amount assessed under (d ) 

The effect of this is included in the examples mentioned above. 

There are good grounds for leaving part of the loss to be borne by 

the injured person but the arguments do not hold good in the case 

of permanent partial incapacity . 

the following :- 19 
The Australian inquiry advanced 

II ( 1 ) 100% compensation would mean people are better off 

economically when not working . They are gaining the 

expense of travelling to work and other incidental 

expenses . In hospitalised cases there is a 

saving in household expenses." 

The person who is permanently partially incapacitated 

does not have these savings , in fact he may be faced 

wi t h greater expenses because of his disability . 

18. Australian Financial Review 23 . 7 . 75 . 

19 . Vol . ·1 p . 168 . 9 para . 374 
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" ( 2) The difference between the normal e;-trnings and 

compensation at say 85% after income tax is often 

no more than the savings mentioned and rarely would 

the difference be so important to present any great 

problem to the individual concerned ." 

In the case of the person in example of Appendix 4. 100% 

would give him an award of $1J5 p . w . as against $ 108 p . w . 

The person in example 2 would receive $180 p . w . as against 

$ 144 which would then take his income over his p r e -

accident earnings and allow some amount for lost potential 

earnings . 

" ( J) The fact that compensation will be paid promptly and 

as a matter of right . " 

There is no reason why ERC for temporary total i n capacity 

cannot be paid promptly but it is obvious that an 

assessment for permanent partial incapacity is not so 

spee d ily available; in fact none have been made in two and 

a half years . 

Assessments under Section 114 based on 100% of relevant 

earnings would produce a more fair and acceptable result 

and in the examples in Appendix 4 still leave some 

potential loss to be born by the injured person . It 

would also encourage rehabilitation as it woul d give a 

greater incentive to have un early assessment of 

permanent loss oI' earning capacity . 

• 
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The Woodhouse Report made the point that :-

" In no case should the payment for compensation 

fa l l below the amount currently available in the 

circumstances as a benefit under the Social 
20 Security System ," 

The use of pre-accident earning s , the payment on the basis of 

80%, and the subsequent deduction of PAYE, has resulted in some 

cases still being left with a balanc e to be made up by a 

Social Welfare Benefit . This , of course , will occur only 

in cases of total incapacity but if the payment of 100% disability 

falls below the minimum crit e ria then any lesser percentages 

based on thi s inadequate maximum must also fail to meet the 

criteria . 

In an Appeal by J , H . Wall b e fore Blair J ,, the Accident 

Compensation Appeal Authority Blair J , made the observation 

that " in enacting this s ocial le g i s lation Parliament has for 

obvious reasons decided to make not restitution but merely 

contribution towards the victim ' s loss ". This Appeal related 

to a refusal by the Commi s sion to meet the full cost of tangi 

expenses and althoug h the remarks may be considered " obiter " 

in the context of compensation for permanent partial disability 

they do suggest that a person mi ght have difficulty i n contesting 

an award which does not f'ully compensate him . 

the Judgement of Blair J , reads: -

The extract from 

2 0 . Report o f the Royal Commission , P . 120 , para , JOO (d ), 

-. 
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"Accepting that the Act is a distinct code, a n d before 

turning to S.122, it must be said that as regards the 

compensation provisions of the Act (these include 

Sections 114, 
21 

119 and 120) the broad scheme is to 

cushion the financial losses which accrue to the victims 

of accidents . The Act gives a much wider coverage than 

obtained in earlier statutes. However, it is important 

to note that the Act does not purport to give complete 

financial recompense to those who have suffered accidents . 

I deliberately used the words ''cushion the financial 

loss'' above to indicate that the Act does not contemplate 

making full restitution to victims of accidents . Under 

the common law such full restitution could be obtained if 

the claimant could establish that his loss from the accident 

was the result of another's negligence. However, only a 

limited number of people could benefit from this and , in 

its wisdom , Parliament has abolished the right to claim 

in this way while at the same time substituting 

a wide and comprehensive cover for all victims of accidents 

which provides a substantial, but not complete , recompense 

for their losses. 

The above oversimplifies the position , but I simply want 

to stress that in enacting this social legislation 

Parliament has for obvious reasons decided to make not 

restitution but merely contribution towards the victim ' s 

loss . The point I am making is that the Act does not 

21 . These words in brackets are mine and are not included in the 
judgement . 



purport to be fully compensatory but does assist accident 

victims financially and in other ways . I think that, 

following the words of Lord Herschell , any interpretation 
22 

0 1· the Act must have regard to this factor . " 

The assessment in the case of self-employed persons poses special 

difficulties and this is the reason for S . S. (2) (6) in Section 

114. There are problems associated both with determing 

relevant earnings and loss of earning capacity (the latter problem 

woul d be removed if a schedule based on physical impairment were 

u · as a basis) . For instance, a farmer may suffer severe injury, 

the t1re of which is such as to render pointless any attempt 

at retra 111Lng . He receives such rehabilitation assistance as 

is practicable and after (say) 2 or J years, his medical condition 

becomes stabilised . At that point (when a permanent assessment 

must be made), the injured person may be able to do little more 

than "potter " about the farm . Ever since the accident, the 

farm has been conducted by a competent farm manager, and, 

notwithstanding the added expense involved in the manager's 

remuneration , the injured person's assessable income from the 

business since the accident has been at a level not below the 

rate of his relevant earnings . What should be the amount that he 

is estimated to be capable of earning at the time when the 

permanent assessment is made? It may be said that, as he 

has been compensated for his physical impairment , loss of 

amenities etc., under s . s . 119 and 120, and as s.114 is intended 

to compensate only for his economic loss, no compensation under 

s.114 should be awarded in such a case. But the maintenance 

22 . As reported in ACC report January 1976 pages 13 & 14. 
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of the farming income since the accident may have been 

due solely to upward movements in prices for primary produce 

(which may not continue) , or to delayed results of a 

programme for improved production carried out before the 

accident (the effects of which may gradually disappear by 

reason of lack of future maintenance due to the person ' s 

incapacity) or to other reasons, If the permanent assessment 

is based on a comparison of "earnings", it may provide quite 

inadequate compensation in the long term , and, if based on the 

degree of physical incapacity, it may result in compensation 

being paid , where , even ir- the long term , there is no loss or 

little substantial loss of business income by comparison with 

relevant earnings , Instead of the business being still carried 

on at the time for permanent assessment , the farm may have been 

sold or leased, The income from the purchase price or the 

rents would not be "earnings as a self-employed person1123 

and the injured person, of totally incapacitated from doing any 

remunerative work , would (if compensated on loss of " earnings 

as a self-employed person") be entitled to 80% of his relevant 

earnings on a permanent assessment and at the same time would 

receive the income from the proceeds of sale or the rents from the 

lease , It could possibly be sugge~ted that he is capable of 

deriving earnings as a self-employed farmer on the same basis as 

he would have been if he had not sold or leased the farm, but this 

would involve so many imponderables as to appear to be virtually 

23, " Earnings as a self-employed person" are defined in Section 
103 (3) , This is reproduced in Appendix 5, The essential 
point is that not all income is earnings for the purposes of 
the Accident Compensation Act and cannot therefore be taken 
into account for determining either pre or post accident 
earnings . A change in the form of income after the accident 
could therefore be advanLageous under the old Section 11 4 . 
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impossible of practical application . At the root of these 

problems there lies the fact that, in the case of farmers 

and other self-employed persons whose business depends on 

the holding of substantial capital assets , their " earnings" 

are derived partly from their work and partly from the 

capital assets of the business. If the business is disposed 

of, the proceeds of the disposition of the capital assets 

(unless invested in another business) assume a different 

form for the purposes of the Act, in the sense that the 

income derived therefrom is no longer " earnings". Section 

114 (2) (b) accordingly gives the Commission wide discretions to 

make what it considers to be a fair assessment for permanent 

partial incapacity . As can be imagined this has the potential 

for considerable disagreement and protracted argument associated 

with the common law but complicated by the statutory definition 

of earnings. 

The amended Section 1 14 still contains the provision that there 

shall be no reduction of a permanent assessment by reason of 

any increase in earning capacity . Probably this clause is 

the main inhibiting factor, as far as the Commission is concerned, 

in making a permanent assessment . Such an inhibition is not 

altogether unjustified and it was one of the Woodhouse criticisms 

of the common law that an award was made on speculation and not 

subject to later adjustment . This criticism probably had in 

mind inadequacy rather than generosity but the argument must 

surely be valid for both aspects . As the Act stands an increase 

can be made on account of deterioration of physical condition. 

The reasons for no reduction advanced in the Woodhouse Report 

cogently sum up the arguments and are quoted below in full . 

" 
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II 401, But it would be irrational to permit the 

new system to adopt principles or methods which would 

permit a recurrence of the old problems. For example 

there is a superficial attraction in arguments that 

compensation should be reduced once it were found 

that a man had managed to return to work with less than 

the expected income loss . 

402 . These are short - sighted arguments . If it was 

felt that energetic personal effort would result in 

a reduction in assessed compensation there would be a 

temptation to prolong the period off work or to work 

at less than maximum capacity . Such a situation 

would be ~ad for production , bad for the man and it 

would gain nothing for the compensation fund , The 

country cannot afford to throw away the benefits of 

personal initiative for the sake of delicate 

readjustments of compensation . 

403 , The matter was di~cussed by Somers and Somers in 

their work . They said -

" If workmen ' s compensation is to exploit its 

opportunity to be something more than an income 

maintenance or indemnity program , however , and is 

to accept in practice rehabilitation as a primary 

objective , a strong case can be made for 

compensating anatomical loss as such . To stop 

payments to the amputee who succeeds in 

rehabilitating himself' to his former , or 
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even higher, earning capacity while continuing 

payments to one who fails to do so would increase 

the existing conflicts between rehabilitation and 

compensation. The results of rehabilitation 

are never entirely certain, and fear of loss of 

compensation rights, added to doubts about the 

probable success of the rehabilitation process, 

could prove a formidable deterrent to a worker's 
152 

receptivity to rehabilitation treatment." 

It is for reasons of this sort that we recommend 
153 

that upon a review of permanent compensation there should 

be no downward reassessment, Adoption of this principle 

may enable a few injured persons to secure an over-generous 

level of compensation . But efficient medical administration 

can keep the number to a minimum and in any event it is 

something which is worth accepting in the general public 

interest and for the purpose of gaining in most cases 

complete co-operation for the purpose of rehabilitation." 

submitted that some provision is required for future review 

and that perhaps the initial assessment should be subject to 

review after, say, five years. In considering the possibility 

it must be borne in mind that when the Woodhouse recommendation 

was made the permanent assessment included some content for 

the actual physical loss whereas this is now provided for 

separately under Section 119 and the other non-economic 

consequences under Section 120. A review has been found 

1 5 2 Op. c it . , p . 2 7 8 • 
153 See also paras . 127, 293 (e), 305 (d) 
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acceptable in the Ontario scheme. Another point to be also 

borne in mind is that a vigorous rehabilitation scheme would 

deter any holding back, particularly if the permanent non-

reviewable assessment was dependau t on adequate participation 

by the injured person . Certainly, after a five year trial, both 

parties are better able to judge whether or not the assessment is 

a fair one. 

There still remains a further cate g ory of persons to consider 

and that is persons from overseas who were working in New 

Zealand and have suffered a permanent partial disability. 

Although their assessment will be based on New Zealand standards 

it is at least worth mentioning in passing that on return to 

their homeland the adequacy of their compensation will be 

subject to the vagaries of the internation exchange rate. The 

obvious answer is to commute the lump sum and this also has an 

administrative advantage . The Ontario scheme provides for 
24 

payments of pension to be made through diplomatic channels. 

The difficulty arises where the worker leaves New Zealand before 

a permanent assessment has been made as there is then no 

possibility of rehabilitation under the Commission ' s supervision . 

Section 132 permits the termination of compensation on refusal 

to submit to medical examination or treatment and S . 1J2 (4) 

provides for examination overseas . The proviso to S . 113 (2) 

also enables the Commission to terminate compensation if he is 

not working to the extent that he could if the only factor 

affecting his ability to work was his incapacity due to the 

injury . Consequently , if an injured worker intends returning 

to hishomeland before a S.114 asse s sment can be made he runs 

24 . Handbook on Permanent Disability Evaluation - August 1970 
revision , p . 12 . 
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the risk of having his earnings related compensation terminated . 

It must be borne in mind that he may not be free to make 

the decision himself as in the case of a person whose work permit 

has expired . 

Having explored the provisions of the Accident Compensation Act 

1972 and its subsequent amendmenLs as at 1 January 1976 it is 

interesting to see how the problem of compensation for 

permanent partial incapacity was handled in New Zealand before 

the 1st April 1974 and the approach adopted in Ontario and 

recommended in Australia . 

The Common Law Approach 

A successful common law action required the establishment of 

negligence or some breach of duty owed to the plaintiff . Damages 

were awarded under the two heads of " specia1 damages " and " general 

damages ". The former were reimbursement of expenses actual ly 

incurred and the latter took account of loss of future earnings, 

pain and suffering and loss of enjoyment of life . 

The amount to be awarded for general damages \vas assessed by the 

jury after taking into account the plaintiff ' s work history and 

his future prospects . The effect of the plaintiff ' s injury on 

his ability to maintain this standa rd was then evaluated in the 

light of his abi l ity to continue his present occupa tion or in 

another occupation if there was a suitable alternative occupation . 

The jury then decided , on the basis of their evaluation of t h ese 

factors , the a mou nt of his future earning capacity . 
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The decision by the jury was made in an adversary situation 

and the weighting given to each particular factor depended 

largely on the persuasiveness of the opposing lawyers . 

These decisions took no account of inflation and of course the 

award was a lump sum not subject to future amendment once 

the available rights of appeal to higher courts had been 

exhausted . The devastating effect of inflation, if any example 

is needed , can be seen by reading the letter which appears as 

Appendix 6 of the Australian Report, 

The non- availability of luture amendment a l so presents an obvious 

impairment to rehabilita~ion as the plaintiff in most cases will 

not wish to play-down his disability . Rehabilitation had no 

place in the common law other than as part of the lump sum award , 

No service or advice was provided and no encouragement given for 

the plaintiff to seek help on his own initiative , 

The Workers' Compensation Act 

The Workers ' Compensation Act 1956 provided that a person by 

virtue of his statu s as an employee had a right to compensation 

for personal injury by accident arising out of and in the course 

of his employment, 

Permanent partial disability was provided for by the schedule 

below : 

Nature of Injury 

Loss of both eyes 

Loss of both hands 

) 

~ 

Ratio of 
Compensation to 
Maximum Comp -
pensation for 
Total Incapacity 

Per Cent 

100 
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Loss of' both feet 

Loss of a hand and a f'oot 

Total and incurable loss of mental powers 
involving inability to work 

Total and incurable paraly~is of the limbs 
or of mental powers 

Total loss of an arm or of the greater 
part of an arm 

Total loss of a hand, or of' f'ive fingers of a 
hand, or of the lower part of an arm 

Total loss of' a leg 

Total loss of' a foot , or or Lhe lower part of 
a leg 

Total loss of the sight of one eye, together 
with serious diminution of the sight of 
the other eye 

Total deafness 

Total loss of the sight of one eye 

Total loss of the lens of an eye 

Total loss of a thumb 

Total loss of a forefinger 

Total loss of a joint of' a thumb 

Total loss of a little finger 

~ 
l 
l 
) 

Total loss of a middle finger or of a ring finger 

Total loss of a big toe 

Total loss of a toe other than a big toe, or of a 
joint of a finger 

Total deafness of one ear 

Total loss of two joints of a ringer -

If a forefinger 

If a little finger 

If a middle finger or a ring flnger 

Per Cent 

100 

80 

70 

75 

60 

75 

so 
so 
JO 

JO 
20 

15 

12 

8 

10 

5 

10 

12½ 

Bf 
6f 

For the purposes of this Schedule the expression " loss of " includes 

" permanent loss of the use of' ". 
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Disabilities not listed are related to the schedule on the 

basis of a medical report - or, being an adversary situation , 

medical reports. The percentage specified is applied to the 

aggregate of the maximum rate of weekly compensation which is 

payable over a six year period, i . e . the maximum weekly rate 

multiplied by 313 . As at 4.5 . 73 this maximum was $42 per week 

which gives a maximum of $ 13 , 146 for 100%incapacity . 

A worker could not obtain both common law damages and a 

Workers ' Compensation Award . 

The Workers ' Compensation Act made no provision for rehabilitation. 

25 The Australian Approach 

The Australian approach compensates under two heads :-

(a) Disfigurement (under Clause 51) up to $10 , 000 ; 

(b) Incapacity , being impairment of ability to work or of well - bein~ 

(see Part V Division J and definition of "incapacity" in 

clause 4 ( 1 )) . 

Compensation is payable only while the incapacity continues . 

But the injured person may apply to the Secretary for a 

determination that the incapacity (whether total or partial) is 

permanent , and, if the Secretary determines that it is, the 

benefit is not to be cancelled on the ground that the incapacity 

has come to an end or reduced by reason only that the percentage 

of incapacity has decreased (Clause 104 (2)) . 

Under the N . Z . Legislation, everyone who has cover under the 

Act and who suffers the requisite impairment or loss of 

25. This synopsis is based on the National Compensation Bill 1974 
and there is a variation between this Bill and that proposed 
in Volume 1 of the Report of the National Committee of 
Inquiry . 
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amenities etc., qualifies for the lump sum payments irrespective 

of age . Under the Australian scheme, a benefit in respect of 

personal injury is not payable until a person has attained the 

qualifying age (as defined in clause 4) or in respect of any 

period before he attains that age (clause 18 (1)); and is not 

payable to a person who has attained or after he attains 65 

years, unless the incapacity commenced after he attained 61 

years, in which case it is not payable for a longer period 

than 4 years after the. incapacity commenced ( clauEe 18 ( 2)). In 

this respect the N.Z . scheme is more generous to children and 

old persons , who qualify for lump sum payments 

and 120 irrespective of age. 

under s . s. 

Under the Australian scheme periodical benefits and maximum 

1 19 

and minimum amounts for weekly income are increased from time 

to time in accordance with Clauses 94 and 95 . 

The Secretary is required to determine whether the incapacity 

is partial incapacity that is or is likely to be permanent . 

If he so determines, (either at the outset , or , pursuant to 

clause 39 4) or 53 (2), subsequently) the percentage of 

incapacity is to be medically certified on the b asis of the " Guides 

to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment " prepared by the 

American Medical Association (Clause 35) . Compensation is 

assessed (subject to clauses 35 (2), 35 (3) and 37 (2)) for the 

overall loss (apart from disf'igurement) at 85% of the loss as 

ascertained by reference to the medically ceriified degree of 

incapacity and the lasL published median weekly earnings, but 
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" 
26 

not initially in excess of 85% of the person's weekly income" 

(Clause 33). 

If the person has not derived earnings during the last 12 months 

the assessment is based on 60%. 

If the percentage of incapacity is later medically certified 

as having increased, a fresh determination may be made (Clause 34) . 

If the Secretary considers the rate of bene1it is less than it 

should be he may increase it (Clause 37 (1)). If the net income 

that the person is considered capable of earning, plus the 

rate of the benefit, is less than 85% of his " weekly income " the 

Secretary may determine the rate at 85% of the person ' s " weekly 

income " (Clause 37 (3) and (4)). The rate for permanent partial 

incapacity of any person is, however, not to be increased by the 

Secretary in excess of the rate that would be payable for total 

incapacity (Clause 37 (6)). 

The unique feature of the Australian Act is the use of the last 

published median earnings as the basis of calculation which has the 

effect of providing higher compensation for the lower paid worker 

and lower for the higher . The former are usually engaged in 

1~anual occupations and therefore suffer a greater loss from 

physical impairment than those engaged in clerical or professional 

occupations . However, the provision that compensation shall not 

26 . " Weekl y income " in relation to the Australian scheme is the 

weekly income as determined under the appropriate provisions of 

Clauses 26 - 31 . In broad terms the expre?sion corresponds to 

" relevant earnings " under the N. Z. Act , but under the Australian 

scheme every person who has attained " the qualifying age " has 

attributed to him a minimum weekly income of $50 ; and an upper 

l i mit of $500 is imposed (clause 3 1) . The " qualifying age " means 

the age of - (a) of 18 years ; (b) at which he first engages in 

full time empl oyment (c) at which he first engages in empl oyment 

at a remuneration of not less than $50 per week ; or (d ) at wh ich 

he first derives earnings as a self- employed person at a rate of 

not less than $50 per week , whichever of those ages he first 

attains . 
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exceed 85% of the weekly incorre of the person can have a 

compressing effect on the higher percentage disabilities for the 

lower paid worker . It may mean that because of this maximum a 

person with a 70% disability gets paid the same as a person with 

an 80% disability because the latter's maximum earnings are 

below the median earnings. 

The Ontario Approach 

Section 42 of the Ontario Workmen ' s Compensation Act provides that :-

" ( 1 ) Where permanent disability results from the injury, 

the impairment of earning capacity of the workman 

shall be estimated from the nature and degree of the 

injury , and the bompensation shall be a weekly or 

other periodic payment " 

The Act provides for compensation on the basis of 75% of average 

weekly earnings during the previous 12 months . 

The Workmen ' s Compensation Board is empowered under Section 42 (2) 

to compile a rating schedule of percentages of impairment of 

earning capacity for specified injuries or mutiliations and it 

has in fact done this . 
27 

According to the Handbook the Schedule 

applies exactly in only 20% of cases but it is used as a guide in 

over 80% of cases . 

Awards may be permanent or provisional, schedulL· and non- schedule , 

lump sum or pension and in some circumstances supplementary awards 

are made. 

27. Handbook on Permanent Disability Evaluation, Workmen's 
Compensation Board , Ontario 15 . 8.70 . p.11. 
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If the worker's condition is stabilised an award is made on 

a lifetime basis as a pension and in some instances as a lump 

sum . If it appears that, although the impairment is permanent , 

the worker ' s condition will improve over a period of years a 

provisional award only may be made . A provisional award is 

usually in pension form for a period up to five years at which 

time it is reviewed . 

Where the disability fits the schedule an award is made of the 

specified percentage of 75% of the average weekly earnings (up to 

a limit of $7,000) during the previous 12 months . Non- schedul e 

awards are based on a medical judgement of the degree of 

impairment . 

Lump sum awards are merely a commutation of the pension and are 

granted when the impairment does not exceed 10% or the Board 

considers commutation is in the best interests of the worker . 

Requests for commutation are evaluated by a Vocational Rehabilitation 

Officer and have been granted to enable the purchase of a home or 

business where this may give the worker a reasonable chance of 

improving his economic circumstances . Occasionally commutations 

are granted to pay off debts or to enable the worker to purchase 

a vehicle which wil l assist him in his employment . 

While al l awards are subject to review if the degree of impairment 

changes , pensions for permanent impairment are not reduced by later 

earnings or income . 

Special supplements , subject to modification as circumstances 

change , may be given where the injury has had a severe l y adverse 

socio - economic effect beyond that which it would have on the 
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average workmen. 

J8. 

Permanent pensions are payable during the Worker's lifetime 

but the special supplement (because it relates to earning 

capacity) is payable only during his working life and subject to 

need and co-operation with the Rehabilitation Officers. 

Assessments are made by rating teems which include a medical 

officer of the Board and it must be remembered that the 

Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board has extensive medical and 

rehabilitation facilities at its disposal and under its 

exclusive control . With these resources it is in an extremely 

advantageous position in evaluating permanent partial incapacity. 

The Ontario scheme meets full medical and rehabilitation costs and 

provides for expenses in much the same way as does the New Zealand 

and the proposed Australian scheme . 

Conclusion 

All of the schemes face considerable difficulty in assessing 

compensation for permanent partial incapacity because of :-

(1) The difficulty in determining when the person is 

fully rehabilitated. 

(2) The difficulties in measuring the loss of earning 

capacity . 

28. Section 42 (4) " where the Board deems it more equitable , 

the Board may award compensation for permanent disability 

l1aving regard to the difference between the average weekly 

earnings of the workman before the accident and the average 

amount ·that he is earning or is able to earn in some suitable 

occupation after the accid nt " 
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(J) If compensation is to be " real compensation" the 

calculations must include some component for 

potential loss . 

The Ontario scheme because of its medical and rehabilitation net 

work is in Lhe best position to deal with the first probl em and it 

also has the ability to make provisional awards and to augment 

those with supplementary payments . This capability a l so he l ps to 

solve the second problem of measuring loss of earning capacity 

because of the possibility of subsequ nt review . The permanent 

pension , based on a schedule , produces certainty and security for 

the inju red person and the supplementary award provi es the bridge 

between partial and total rehabilitation . 

The use of the American Medical Association " Guides " as suggested 

in the Australian Inquiry Report provides certainty but tied to 

either median or pre - accident earnings it takes no account of 

potent i a l l oss . A schedule seems to be inevitable both in the 

interests of uniformity , certainty and administrative efficien cy . 

Stran ge l y enough , the only system which purported to consider 

poten tial loss was the Common Law 29( although Fl e ming appears to 

di b tgree with this view30 ) which has been abolished . Possibly , 

the a me n dment to S . 1 1 4 of the Accident Compensation Act wi l l cause 

a move in this direction as the method of' assessing the percentage 

29 . Winfie l d & Jolowicz on Tort - 9th edition , p . 582 - " The court 

must estimate the period of future disability and the p l aintiff ' s 

JO . 

future rate of earninG' .. . " 

The Law of Torts - John G. Fleming , 4th edition, p . 204 " the 

now favoured view is that Lhe loss for which the p l aintiff is 

entitled to compensation is not a future loss of earnings but 

t h e present i mpairment of a capacity to earn". 
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of loss of earning capacity is unspecified and gives a wide 

discretion . This coupled with an extensive and dynamic 

rehabilitation system could achieve the principles envisaged in 

the Woodhouse Report . 
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Section 119 SECO.'.':D SCHEDULE 
Co~.:,2:S-SATIC:S-FOR f£;:;.~.f,\~.r.:sT Loss OR l!>!PAIRME:ST OF ,1 

fu.iJLY Fu.:-;cno:-. )70<:c 

:Nati.;re of Pen.r!:11'.!~nt Lo;s or lmp:iinnent of Bodily Function 

Percen'.age 
of .$5,o:::-o 
Payable 

Loss of Part oi Body 
l. Total loss of an arm o:-the gre:iter part of an arm 
2. Total lo~s of a hand or of the lo\\'er part of an arm 
3. Towl loss of a thumb 
To:al ims of one segn,cnt of a thumb 
L0ss of the p~1lp of a thumb -· .. 

4. Total lc,ss oi ".:1 ince.-.: finger 
Total lo~s of t,,·o sef.,'111ents of an index finger 
Total loss of one s~grnent of :rn index fin~er 
Loss of the pulp of an ;ndex !1nger 

5. Total loss of tJ1e midd:e fir.ger 
To:al loss of two ,e£1!',ent.5 o( a middle finger 
Total lo:;s of or.e s~gment of a middle finger 
Lc,s of the pulp of a middle finger 

6. Total loss of a ring or small finger 
Total loss of two cegments of a ring or rn1,,ll Enger 
Total loss of one segment of a ri.ng or. rn1:1ll finger 
Los, of the p1.:l? of a ring or small finger 

7. Tow! loss of all fingers, thumb i;,tact (Treat as 90 percent 
of lo;:s of a hand) 

8. Total loss of a le!j 
Total !o,s of a foot or of the lower part of a leg 

9. Td,:t! loss of a g-reat toe 
Lo,, of on<! segment of a great toe 

10. Tt,t::i.l lo0s of a !.::;;,er toe 
11. Total ]05, cf bo,h Je;s by above-knee or below-knee 

arnpu tation 
12. Loss of both arrns, above-elbow or below-eluow amputaticn 

AOTE: For the purposes of s~ction 119 of this Act, when 
appJ.,;ng the foregoing provis:ons of this Schedule for the purpose 
of '1S<c~--:ng pcrmo.ne:it Joss or impairment of bodily function 
afTcc-t1nr; the h2.r.d ::t::<l i:.s di;it.5, if multiple digiL, are involved 
asscs.,ment shc:ll be made both by summating the individual 
los,es specified in the foregoing provis:ons of this Schedule, and 
on the basis specified in rnbsection ( 3) of that sect:on in relation 
to the permanent lo.;s or impainnent of bodily function affecting 
the hand or lov;er arr:1 as a whole as a gripping of!!an. 
I ,  . l  . J .:, n re,at1on to the as,-ment10ne method of as.sessment, com-

plete 1055 of finger /palm grip in all its components shall be 
treated as cons~itutir:; 60% loss of function of the hand and 
complete loss of op;:.>0sit.:on or pir.cers grip shall be treat~d as 
co::stitutinr 4G% Jo.,; of function of the hand, these frrures to be 
apportioned into four equal parts for the incii\;du::il digits 
Example: Fir.~er /Palm Grip- · 

Ir:dex }.ficgle Ring Little finger . 
1::>% 15 ,o 15%  15% lo,s of funct10n 

of hand, equalljng al-
together 60% cf los3 of 
functio:1 of hand . 

"' 

80 
70 
28 
H 
8 
14-
12 
3 
't 
12 
10 
8 
3 
3 
6 
4 
2 

5'..l 
75 
60 
10 
5 
');_ ~. 
100 
100 

SECO::-.ro SCHLDULr"r-concmuea 

Nature of Permanent Los~ or Impairment of Bodily Function 
Percentage 
0~ ~"i,000 
P.:..yable 

OppoS1tion or Pincers Grip-

Index Middle Ring 

10% i0% 10% 
Little finger 

1Qt7'0 lo::.s of function 
oi hand equaJiing al-
togetr..er 40% of loss of 
functio:-! of hand. . 

The higher figure arrived at 2fter asscs~rnent i)y both these 
mctLocs ~Y1"11 be tr.e fi;-urc awuC.:ed. 
If in the case of i11jury to a J;1.1b or 1-121-t of a lu,1b it is con-

fidercd cuiraLle i:1 orcer to obt:.:-: the br,t functior.,d rL:Ult tl-:a~ 
the Emb or port:l1n of the limb L!: <'-rnput2.,ed ,,1 2 m:-~e J.'roximal 
le,·cl than the part injured, the d:;ability ~]·all be as:e,1cd ,\s ii 
the 'injury it,elf had ncces~itciteJ the amput::-ition at the more 
proxir.~~J level. 

Asscssrr.cr.t of Artl,rodcsl'S 
The follow:ng fic:11rc., are to be u:-ecl for a sc,,mcl ath:·odesis 

in tJ-:c position of Oi)ti.::1U!T' functio:1, partial jo:r.t ~t:ffo:..::;:e_, to be 
proportionally asse.;,ed under se::tion 119 ( 5) oi this .'.cL 

Shoulder Treat as 35% lo~s of function of the 2.nn -·-· 28 
Elbow Tre:•t ?.s 41_y·~ Joss of fun~t:on of the arm -··- 32 
'\'\'rist Treat as 30% loss of funct:c,n of .the lower 

Hip 
Knee 
Anl:le 
Triple (foot 
arthroclesis) 

arm 
Treat as 50?c loss of {unctio:i of the leg 
Trt:at as 4')7c loss of function of the le; 
Treat a~ 3jrJ loss of func,ic·n of tne lower leg 
Treat as 30t;c loss of function of the lower leg 

Assrssmrlit of Shortrning 

0--½ in. in-Treat a.~ So/c loss of function of the leg 
elusive. 
!-1 in. 
i-1½ in. 
lf-2 in. 

Patcllcctomy 

Treat as l 0% loss of functio:1 of the leg 
Treat as 15% loss of funct:on of the kg 
Treat as 20% loss of function of the leg 

Where there is full ex'.emion of the kr:ce and full flexion in the 
knee v.-ith minim2 quadriceps thi;h muscle w2sting, treat as 15% 
loss 0f function of tl:e l•:J. th:~ f.z,.irc to be var;ed i!". le.<s successful 
resul:s related to res:duai joinr. ·st:ffr,e,s 

Excision of Head of Radius 

21 
3i.5 
SO 
21 
1S 

3.75 

7.':> 
11.25 
15 

11.25 

\\rbt're full tl'b::n·; e,•emion a:.cl flcxion mo,·emem is reg:i.ined 
wi:)1 {ull forean-:i rot?tion n,oYe:;,cnt in either direct:on. tre:it as 
159c loss of fu:xt:on of th:! ann, ri1is b,,s:i:: forure to be ~-aried in 
~~ rnccessful cases rel;.tcd to re;:idu<'.1 jo:nl stiifne..--s . .. _ 12 

. ., ---· ............ --·-·---~-----~ 
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SECOXD SCHEDULE--continued 

Nature of Permanent Lo;~ or Impairment of Bodily Function 
Percent.age 
of ~,OJO 
Payable 

Exci.s:on of Lo:ci·r Er.d of Uha Forearm Bone 
\'.'here full foreann rotation mO\·ements are preserved and the 

\\TI St is 1:onnal, :re,.t 2-.s 10% loss of function of the Jo,.,·er arm, 
thi; fi'.!urc to be \·aried in less succes,ful ca,es related to residual 
joint stifI ness 7 
Lioamentous Injuries of the Knee Joirzt with Resid:.wl Instability 

" and In cluding Quadriceps Insuffiei.t:ncy with Comparable 
Instability 
Moderate Treat as 15% loss of function of the leg ___ 11.25 

laxity 

Multiple Disabilities 
If the disability affects more than one iimb the assessment 

sliall be rm.de by summati ng the figures , but if the disabilities 
im·olve the one iimb the method of prcg re::sive extraction of 
losses, i.e., regarc.i ing the li.n:b as a whole shall be used. 

(Spinal Disability and Other Disabilities] 
1. Cervical Spine 
(a) Penistent mu.;cle sp2..sm, rigidity, and pain subst:,.ntiated 

by Jo~, of a n tcr: o r curve 1e\·ealed by X-ray, although 
no c.l emcnstrah'.e structural pathology, moderate refened 
shoulder/ arm pain l 0 

(b) In ca~cs similar t0 those mentioned in the immediately 
p receding pa'.·2.i;, aph, but w ith gross degenerative 
<..han;es consist ing of narrowir,g of intervertebral spaces 
and osteoarthritic lipping of vertebral margins _ 20 

2. Th ora cic Spine 
(a) Spinal ~train related to trauma \\ith ?ersistent d iscomfort, 

moderate degenerative changes with osteoarthritic 
lipping, no X-ray evidence of structural trz,.uma -···· 10 

(b) Fracture: 
( i) Compression 25% involving one or two vertebral 

bodies, no fragmentation, healed, no neurologic mani-
fes:ations 10 

(ii) Cornpress:on 50% with inrnlvement posterior 
eiements, liealed, no neurologic manifestations, per-
sistent pain 20 

3. Lumbar Spine 
(a) :\Ii!d to moderate persistent muscle spasm with pain, with 

moderate degenerative lipping revealed by X-ray _ 10 
(b) Fracture: · 

(i) Vertebral cornpr~ion 25%, one or two adjacent 
vertebral bodies, litt\e or no fragmentation, no definite 
pattern or neurolog1c change 15 

,,, "' 

sr:.co::--.D Sl...:l"i.tlJULb-COTIClnuca 
Percentage 

Nature of Permanent Loss or Impairment of Bodily Function of ~1,000 
Payable 

(ii) Vertebral compression 50%, one ~r t\vo adjac~t 
,·ertebral bodies, little or no fragmentation, no definite 
pattern or ncurolog ic changes ...... . 20 

(iii ) In cases similar to those mentioned in the 
immediately preceding subparagraph, but with success-
ful fusion, mild pain 25 

4-. Ncurogenic Low Ba e!: Pain-Disc Injury 
(a) Surgical excision of di sc, no fusion, good result, no 

persi~tcn t sc iat ic pain . 10 
(b) Surgical exc ision of disc, no fus ion, moderate p r. rsIStent 

p ain and ~tifTn~s aggra \·ated by heavy lifting with 
ncccss:u-v m odifi cation of actiYit:es .. .... .. . . . 20 

(c) Surgical e~ci , ion of disc \,·ith fusion, activities of lifting 
moderatelv modified 15 

(d) Surg:cal exc!~ion of disc with fu , ion, persistent pain and 
stiffness aggra\·ated by heavy lifting necessitating modi-
fication of all activities requiring hea\')' lifting 25 

5,- Tetraplegia c;,;d Paraplegia 100 

6. Dlindr.css 
(a) Total blindness ···- 100 
(b) Tota l loss of Yi,ion in one 

eye) 
eye (normal vision in the other 

30 

7. Dco.f ncss 
(a) Total_ deafness 75 
(b) Total deafness in one ear ( norm2.l hearing in c,~her ear) 17 
Non: Where there are subjecti\'e symptoms of pain without 

demo~sira'tile clinical findings of abnormaljty or demomtrable 
structural pathology, no assessment should be made under 
section 119 of this AcL 

[8. Total Loss of Xatural Permanent Teeth 
1. Anterior Teeth 

1.,o_;s of 1. 2. or 3 teeth 4 
Loss of 4; s; or 6 reeth 5 
Lo:;, of 7 to 12 teeth 6 

2. Posterior Teeth 
l.,o5s of 1 tooth 1 
Loss of 2 to 5 teeth . . . 2 
Loss of 6 to 16 teeth 4] 
In th:s Schedule the words "Spinal DiJa.bility c.nd other Di.sabili:ies'' 

•,•,ere substituted for the ·words "Spinal Di.sability" by s. 60 ( 1) of t.~e 
Accident Compe:-.;3t,on Amendment Act (Ko. 2) 1973, and item 8 in squ:i.re 
b:a.ckets was added bys. 60 (2) of that Act. Sees. 1 (3) of that Act. 
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[104. Relevant earnings-(!) Subject to sections 117 and 
118 of this Act and to the provisions of this section, for the 
purpose of determining the amount of any earnings related 
compensation payable during or after the period of short 
term incapacity ( as defined in section 2 ( 1) of this Act) to 
an earner who suffers personal injury by accident in respect 
of which he has cover under this Act, or payable at any time 
to any dependant of such an earner, the amount of his 
relevant earnings shall be such amount as, in the opinion of 
the Commission, would, at the time of the accident, fairly 
and reasonably represent his normal average weekly earnings, 
having regard to such information as the Commission may 
obtain regarding his earnings before the time of the accident 
and his earnings at the time of the accident, and to his vrnrk 
history and the period ef his residence in New Zealand before 
the time of the accident. 

(2) If the earner was an employee at the date of the 
accident and was not then also a self-employed person and 
had not been a self-employed person at any time during the 
period of 12 months immediately preceding the date of the 
accident, in fixing his relevant earnings under subsection ( 1) 
of this section,-

( a) The Commission may ha\'e regard, in the first pl;lce, 
to the amount of his weekly earnings as an 
employee at or about the time of the accident or 
( if the Commission in its discretion so decides) 'the 
amount of his earnings as an employee at or about 
the time of the accident when converted in such 
manner as the Commission considers appropriate 
to a weekly basis; but 

(b) If, in the opipion of the Commission, the amount 
ascertained under paragraph (a) of this subsection 
would not, . at the time of the accident, properly 
represent his normal average weekly earnings the 
Co~sion may then have regard to the arn'ount 
of his average weekly earnings during the period 
of 28 days immediately preceding the date of the 
accident; but 

( c) If, in the opinion of the Commission the amount 
· ·ascertained under paragraph (b) of this subsection 

also would not, at the time of the accident 
properly represent his normal average weekl; 
~gs, the Commission 1;11ay then have regard 
to his average weekly earrungs during the period 

of 12 months immediately preceding the date of 

the accident or such part or parts of that period as 
the Commission may_ select as appropriate for the 
purpose: 

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall preclude 
the Commission from having regard also to such other factors 
as it may consider relevant for the purpose of subsection ( 1) 
of this section. 

(3) If the earner was a self-employed person at the date 
of the accident ( whether or not he was also an employee at 
the date of the accident) or if the earner had been a self-
employed person at any time during the period of 12 months 
immediately preceding the date of the accident, the 
Commission, in fixing his rele\'ant earnings under subsection 
( 1) of this section, may ha\'e regard to all or any of the 
follm,;ing factors, as it thinks appropriate for the purpose: 

(a) His earnings as a self-employed person during his 
financial year last ended before the day immediately 
follm,ving the date of the accident, or, if the amount 
of those earnings is not for the time being readily 
determinable, such sum as may be estimated by the 
Commission as fairly and reasonably representing 
those earnings: 

(b) His earnings as an employee ( if any) during that 
financial year and his earnings as a self-employed 
person during that financial year, or, if the amount 
of those earnings is not for the time being readily 
determinable, such sum as may be estimated by 
the Commission as fairly and reasonably represen-
ting those earnings: 

( c) The average amount of his earnings as a self-employed 
person during any of the periods of 2 or 3 or 4 
~onsec~tive financi3:l years last ended before the day 
1mmed1ately followmg the date of the accident, or 
if the Commission, in the exercise of its discretion'. 
so decides, during any one or more of those financial 
years which it m~y select as appropriate for the 
purpose: 

( d) His earnings as an employee ( if any) at or about the 
time of the accident, or during the period of 12 
months immediately preceding the date of the 
accident, or d~~g such part or parts of that period 
as the CoIIlIIllSSlon may select as appropriate for 
the purpose: · 

,,, 
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A cct e nt 

( e) His earnings as a self-employ~d person (_as deterrnu:ied 
or estimated by the Comrmss1on ) dunng the penod 
of 12 months immediately preceding the date of 
the accident, or during such part or parts of that 
period as the Commission may select as appropriate 
for the purpose, if sufficient information, including 
accounts is furnished to the Commission to enable 
it to d~termine or estimate the amount of his 
earnings as · a self-employed person during that 
period~ or the said p_art or parts of that period , as 
the case may be: 

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall preclude 
the Commission from having regard also to such other factors 
as it may consider relevant for the purpose of subsection ( 1) 
of this section. · 

( 4 ) , ,vhere for any period an earner has derived earnings 
as an employee from commission or has otherwise derived 
earnings as an earner who is deem<'d to be an employee under 
any of the provisions of subsections ( 2) , ( 3), ( 4 ), and ( 5 ) of 
section 2 of this Act, if those earnings are not readily 
determinable, the Commission may, for the purposes of the 
foregoing provisions of this section, assess his earnings as an 
employee during that period at such amount as it thinks fit , 
having regard to such information as it may obtain on his 
earnin Q's before and at the date of th e accident, and to such 
other factors as it may consider relevant for the purpose, and 
to the provisions of subsection (2 ) of section 103 of this Act. 

( 5) If the relevant .earnings of an employee as determined 
in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this section 
would be significantly more or significantly less than the 
average weekly amount of the earnings as an employee that 
he would, in the opinion of the Commission, have derived 
during the period of short term incapacity if he had not 
suffered the injury, then, notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary in the foregoing provisions of this section, the 
Commission may, if it thinks fit, as~ess his relevant earnings 
at that amount. Any assessment made under this subsection 
shall be for the purpose of determining the amount of any 
earnings related compensation payable in respect of the 
period of short term incapacity, and shall be of no effect for 
the purpose of determining the amount of any earnings 
related compensation payable in respect of any period after 
the period of short term incapacity. 

,,, rr H\ 

(6) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the 
foregoing provisions of this section, the Commission may, 
from time to time, insofar as it thinks fit so to do,-

( a) Fix a minimum amount of relevant earnings for any 
employee ,-vho, having engaged to work under a 
contract of service, has not commenced to work 
under that contract: 

(b) Having regard to the liability imposed on self-
employed persons for payment of levy under 
Part III of this Act, fix a minimum amount of 
relevant earnings for self-employed persons: 

( c) Having regard to that liability, and to such other 
considerations as the Commission may think rele-
vant, fix a minimum amount of relevant earnings 
for any class or group of self-employed persons, \. 
whether those persons are classified or described ~ 
by reference to the nature of their employment, ~ 

or to the hours in which they have normally en- ! 
gaged in that employment before the accident, or 
to the period of time for which they have been JJ 
engaged in that employment, or to the amount or 
rate of levy imposed on them, or by reference to ~ 
any combination of those factors, or are classified 
or described in any other manner whatsoever that 
the Commission thinks fit; 

and may from time to time vary, amend, or revoke, in whole 
or in part, any determination made under this subsection. 

( 7) Subject to subsection ( 13) of this section ,-vhere the 
relevant earnings of an earner (whether he is an ~ployee or 
a self-employed person) are required to be ascertained under 
the foregoing provisions of this section, and a relevant general 
wage order ( as defined in section 2 ( 1 ) of this Act as 
amended by section 2 ( ~) of t~e Accident Compensa~ion 
Amendment Act 1975) mcreasmg rates of remuneration 
comes into effect after the commencement of this subsection 
and _at a .date after ~he date of the accident, his relevant 
earmnf? as so ascertame~ ( or ~ose relevant earnings as so 
ascertamed and for the tune bemg increased in .accordance 
with this subsection and subsection ( 8) .of this section or either 
of those subsections) shall, ,on and after the date on which the 
order comes into efiect, be increased to the same extent as 
they woul_d be ~creased if they were a wec1dy rate of 
remuneration subJect to that order: 

-- ... .. - _, --. .. ~.. . . ............. ,.;=-:=----~-------~------_) 
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( 4A) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this 
section, it is the intent and purpose of this section that, where 
ea,mings related compensation is payable under this section 
for any period, the commencement of the payment thereof 
and the ascertainment of the amount thereof should not be 
unduly delayed on account of difficulties or uncertainties 
which may arise in ascertaining the amount of the relevant 
earnings of the incapacitated person or his earnings as an 
employee or as a self-employed person during that period, 
and to the end that the said intent and purpose may be 
effected, the Commission shall, subject to any regulations 
made under this Act, have unrestricted authority to exercise, 
as and when it thinks fit, the powers conferred on it by 
subsections ( 4B), ( 5), and ( 8) of this section: 

Provided that [[for the purposes of paragraph (a ) of 
subsection ( 1) of this section]] in the exercise of those powers, 
the Commission shall, so far as is for the time being practic-
able, be guided by the principles set out in the foregoing 
provisions of this section. 

( 4B) Subject to the provisions of subsection ( 4A) of this 
section, and of any regulations made under this Act, where, 
in the determination of the Commission, a person is entitled 
to earnings related compensation under this section, the 
Commission may, having regard to the evidence which is 
presently available, determine his loss of earning capacity 
[ (for any period of his incapacity]] [ [ ( whether that period 
is before or after the time at which an assessment is made 
under section 114 of this Act)]] at such amount as it considers 
will provide fair and just compensation without being required 
to make assessments of relevant earnings and actual earnings, 
if (in its -opinion) undue delay would be involved in making 
such assessments: 

Provided that any determination made under this sub-
section shall not bind or prejudice the Commission or limit 
or restrict its powers with regard to any determination of that 
person's loss of earning capacity during any part of the period 
[ [of his incapacity to which the determination does not 
y-,-bt,-11 
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I . ' 
Gentlemen it might be useful if initially at this session I make 

some comments in relation to Schedule 2 of the Accident Compensation 

Act 1972 and on matters pertaining to Schedules in general in the 

evaluation of disability. Later we cotud get down to the minutiae 

of the inter~retation of the present Schedule. 

Before the first meeting of the -Medico-legal committee 

set up by the previous National Government to help in the formulation 

of certain part;; of the Act, I was asked by Mr. H.G. Dtmcan, the 

Assistant Secretary of Labour who chaired the committee to ·,:.::i te to 

-,. 

him giving ;;iy thoughts on these matters for consideration in due course 

by the whole . committee. This I duly did ?n~ I will just quote to you 
L' f 

some of that letter which give s tr~ ~dckgrov.nd thouaht of myself and A ~ .> 

the :,ody I r ep resent ed , the :Ne w Zealand Orthopaedic Associatio~ in 

re spect of t~e pre~ ~~ci~ion of Schedule 2. 

"The m~jority of disabilities cove red by a Schedule are 

orthopaedi c ones and any co~~ents I have to make pertain 

purely to orthopaedic matters . It would be my very firm 

opinion that any new Sc~edule should not be complicate~ ~nd 

ultra-soph i sticdted . In rel a tion to orthopaedic disability 

the Schedul'~ sho~1ld merely be a ouide t0 the Orth,::,:;,.:iedic 

surgeons in !!ew Zealand to· ensure u:nifor::ii ty in th~ 

as sessment anrt evaluation of disab ility. It would be ~uite 
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impossibl ~ and in fac t inadvis~ble to devise a Sch~dule t 

of sucb co::i~lexi ty \-.r:--iich w01...ild al low ju~t nny medic:11 

practi ti.on-2r or a laym::!n to C\7.:!luate orthopaedic di s.:1bili ty 

by just r eferr ing to such a schedule and it is the ve ry firmi~ 

ortho:,:::erlic di::: Jbil i ty sl:01.Jld rern;)in in the h.:tnds of 

Orth0~ardic surg~6ns ,ctiv 0 ly e ng ~ged in the pract i ce nf 

In the cv2.lti.atio!'1 of ortho;-i rted ic 
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schedule the majority of assessments•,1ill still have to be 

made quasi schedule. The schedule itsel£ just being used 

then as a guide to ensure that a method is followed that 

will lead to uniformity nf assessment. Orthopaedic 

assess~ents for conditions, apart from amputations and 

excludi~~ spin~l disabilities are largely made on losses 

of power, partial losses of m_ovement in joints or complete 

loss of movement, alterations in sensation or le~~ of 
L ·~<> ~~ 

sensation a'1id shortening of limbs. ~<?letion or losses 
r--

of power can ne':er r>"' "'r:~quately written into a schedule, 

!"tei ther can ~.,:e v:lst varieties of alteration and losses 

in sensation, and it is also quite impossible to cover all 

degrees of partial losses of movement in joints and of 

course with the complexity of modern injuries which are 

so often multiple in nature, all these things that I have 

mentioned can be present in a limb, not just one of thP.m, 

and it is impossible frankly to devise a schedule which wi 

cover multiple different types of loss in a limb of the 

sorts I have just mentioned. The disability which exists 

might a~pear at first si0ht to be one covered by a schedul 

for example a partial loss of a finger by amputation but 

is not just The level of the amputation that constitutes m 

the disability, one has to take into acco:mt whether a fu:a 

range of mo·Jements has been regained at the rem3.inina t 

joints of the rermant "'lnd whether the stump is a dnrable 

satisfactory one, or whether it is a poorly cushioned stu 

by soft tissue with resultino tenderness and discomfort !~ 

or wheth,:,r it has a ncProma in it and whethe r in fact of' :l. 

course the lenath loss of a segm~nt from an anrltomical 

point of v1ew is so great that al thotiJh anatomically t he1 
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is a small reiMant ?resent dis~al to any joint, is it of 
I 

any use to the man froi':1 the poi1;t ~f ' view of function: 

If it is not, then one cannot just assess the anatomical 

- loss from a line acro:=:c; a hand chart ,~oss in such .,.... 

cases of short stu."l? from the point of vi~w o.f function 

? .. even thousih.~anatomic21lly is the loss of the whole segment. 

So that cv12n w:'len eval11atina w!'!at would appear to be a 

sim?le m~tter o~ partial loss by amputation all these 

things have to be taken into account and often the 

evaluation of a disability 

schedule one, not strict!~ 

will end up by beinJ a quasi 
er,-- - ,,,_,~ Eo, 

the scheduled loss. All that 
"' 

is rec_uired in a '.,,ri tten schedcJle to ensure u..:'1iforrni ty 

among Ortho~a~1ic assessors when faced with losses of 

joint move'T,ents are sta:'.1.dard figures fo!' cor.t?lete 

stiffness of various joints, s'c.1.ch as one sees after 

arthrodesis or surJical stif.feninJ o?erations. By 

relating the partial 1ossc7' of mnvem~nt in any case of 

joint stiffness all that one doe s then is to compare th~ 5
1 

I 

with the position pertaining to a person with complete !. 
and uttPr c:tiffness o.f that joint for which thr>'!"e is a 

recogni.sed schedule figure." 

Now those are some of the points that I made in my lette 

to Mr. Duncan and all those points were aareed to by the Medico-lega 

committee subse1uently and it w3.s within that general guideline that 

Schedule 2 w~s devised. What we did in Schedule 2 was to prepare 

a per centas~ disability list for am:,utations, . com;:>lete or partial 

of the 1 imbs and their rli<Ji. ts anrl this involved revising the fi2t1re~ 

of the old Sch':'dule of the \lork1:rs Co::i:)ensation Act 1956 to get rid 

of anomalies in that previous schedule. Such thin3s as the 

ridiculous discrepancy in the old schedule bPtween losses by 
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amputation pctrtial or complete of the index finger in relation to 

the other digits of the hand_.--1:he fact that the pr e vious schedule 

made no allowance for anything under the loss of one joint or 

segment and that the loss of a segment of a great t oe was not 

com~ens3table at all under the old Act, and to cover the facet 

of multi?le digit involvement we described a method of assessing 

disability in such cases which allowed for an enhancement factor 

instead of just having.the one method of assessment present in the 

old Act of s11.,nmating the individual losses in multiple digit 

amp1Jtatio.r.s. 

Now ignoring ti1e matter of amputati0:1 we then proceeded 

to give figuresfor com'.)lete stiffness or loss of moveme!lt in the 

vari01.1s major joi:1ts. Figures that the Orthopaedic surgeons in this 

country have been using for quasi schedule evaluation -..mder the old 

Act for peo1le who h~j had surgical nrthrodesis or surgical stiffenin 

of thP.se joint:; ThP.re \•:as no such material of course in the 1956 

Act schedule an~ ~~ id~a of that was tha~ then for partial losses 

or ~ .-:--tial stiffness in any case, the Orthopaedic as~~sr,l)r r:rr,l d 

r~l~te those partial lossPs to what ?ertainPd to complete loss ann 

ai ve an arinro?riate -:iuasi sch?dul"' figure on a per centagP ha.sis. 

We then added a section on varying degrees of shorteninrr 

o f the limbs with the a?rrnpriate figures and then we gave a list of 

percentage figures of disability that pertain to what an Orth0!)aedic 

surgeon would regard as the perfect result from certain n~erations 

patellecto?""?y, excision of the head of the radius and so on, knowing 

full vwll ho~1ever that none of these opPrrl.tions give norr:131 function 

and th~refor e some disability fignrP. on a per centa1e bctsis is 

req~ired to exrress the physical loss. 

You must reali'Se howcv-=r that the figures given ore 

for the so cc:illr:rl pcrfe:ct res~tl t a!'ld th;1t many results ~re not as 
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good as th~t and in the ones that are not, hiJher,~i~~r6 ~P 

disability on a per centaae busis would pertain, but by using the 

figures for the so called perfect result as a guid2 an Ortho?aedic 

assessor can Pasily with unifor~ity Jive 
~. 
r 1Jt~re 

for the not so aood result. 

~e also introduced the method of the progressive 

extraction of losses to be emplo:;ed ·,,hen ev.1lua.tir.g disability 

involving m\.;l ti;:ile l"'!':els of the one limb. I r::un explain tho.t in 

1r.ore detail to yo1). later, b1,t this method ::;ri·,~s a better reflection 

on nult:i,-:ile disability i:n one limb, th.:m does just summating the 

losses that pert~in to Vdrio~s joi~ts of that limb. _ 

When it c2,rlt'to spin:31 disc:tbilit:, •_..re \-ere of c0urse 

f2.ccrJ wi t!:1 the T'!Ost diificul t t~sk of all, bf:ca1.1se there is svch a 

larse sub.~cctiv-~ ele;nent in spin~l dis::tbility. Wha.t we tried to do 

there v.r-1s this. As a b,,_si s we tri':"rl to g~t r1d of as much o.f the 

snbjectivP sid-: as • . .r~ co·1J.ri a:--id stic}: to ojj, ... r::tive measurable 

disability and that is why there is the fo0tnote under the S[>inal 

disabilit:r sector which states - "note -where there are subjective 

sym:-itoms 0£ pain wit'.'lont d"'-nonstrabl~ clinical findings of 

abnormality or demonstrable structural ~athology, no asses~m~nt should 

be u..>1der Sectirm 119 of this Act". Initially that was to go in 

under the s'.)inal disability sector, P.l tirn,Jtely it w;,is put at the 

end of the second schP<lule to a??lY to all s~ctions of the schedule 

not ju~t to Sl)inal disal:)ility and in my o;-iinion quite riahtl'l so. 

The reusoninJ for that is this, th3t if ther~ ~re only subjective 

syrnpto~s describ~d by a patient to an ass~s~or with no measurable 

objective findins~ of ~bnorm,lity then eith~r ~~~ are claim~nts 

on the make or Plse thPir ~yrnpto~s are due to ?sycholoJical disorder, 
, • .,,__,_ cc....-< s::..- ..,c;;._,,z.. <>- -:;:::::..,...c::c: ,...,._~ ~ -{~ ---;; -

functi0n~l overldy,vthat i~ not so~~~-ng thot can be measured on a 

pF?r centaae hasj,,, it h;·ts to br:: covered undc>r S~ction 120 nf the Act. 

You \/ill realise no·,,-=ver that ;.:is far as the s'.)in:il 
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disability section is concerned it covers only certain commonly 

encountered S?inal disabilities which have measurable objective 

clinical findings and x-ray changes to go with those and that there 

will be ~any many casP.s of spir.al disability which do not fall 

accurately into the figures given in the schedule, so that there will 

still be many cases of spinal disability which can only be assessed 

on a quasi schedule basis. 

Now I hope it has become apparent by now th,3t a schedule, 

like schedule 2 can only be used by expert Orthopaedic assessors 

and that therefore every case which has a permanent orthopaedic 

residuum ,,.rill have to be exa:nined by an Orthopaedic surgeon for 

the specific purpose. One cannot just by looking at the schedule 

and hospital records sitting back in ones armchair acC1,lrately assess 

the disability. One has to hear the claimant's account of his 

subjective symptoms, then examine the man, carefully record the 

objective findings of physical loss and see ~hether the subjective 

story . ties up wit~ the objective losses found on examination and then 

relate those obj ective losses to the schedule to arrive at a per 

centage figure of disability and of coqrse quite ignoring section 119 

we can help the Co~~ission in their workings out of what the man might 

be entitled to in the Co~~ission's o?inion under section 120 and also 

give them some he lp in their deliberations on whether a man has to 

change his type of work with subsequ~nt permanent economic loss which 

would be comj)ensated under th~ pensions part of the scheme. 
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Maximum Potential pre - accident earnings 
" " post - " " 

Difference= Loss of Potential earnings 

Difference as% pre - accident potential 

Relevant (pre - accident) earings 
% applied to relevant earnings 
80% • Permanent assessment 

Total Income After 114 Assessment 
Actual post - accident earnings 
ERC permanent assessment 

Total Income (before tax) 

Total Income Prior to 114 Assessment 
ERC under S . 11J = 80~ of Relevant Earnings 
Less earnings during incapacity 

= ERC before 114 assessment 

+ Actual earnin gs 

Total Income (before tax) 

Difference After Permanent Assessment 

Future Maximum Poteritial Income 

Potential Before Accident 

Lost Potential 

Example Examp le Examp l e Examp le 
1 2 1 4 

$J20 
80 

$240 

75% 

$180 
135 
108 

80 
108 
188 

1 4 4 
80 

64 
80 

1 44 

+44 

188 

J20 

132 

-- •• • - - · --· .......... I o 

$J20 
80 

$240 

75% 

$240 
180 
144 

80 
144 

224-

192 
80 

1 1 2 
80 

192 

+J2 
224 

J20 

$250 
100 

$ 150 

60% 

$180 
108 
86.40 

80 
86 . 40 

166.40 

1 44 
80 

64 
80 

1 44 

+22 . 40 

186.40 

250.00 

64 . 60 

$200 
160 

$ 40 

20% 

$180 
J6 
28 . 80 

80 
28 . 80 

108 . 80 

144 
80 

64 
80 

144 

- 35 , 20 

188 . 80 

200 . 00 

1 1. 20 

Example 
2 

$200 
180 

$ 20 

10% 

$180 
18 
14 . 40 

80 
14 . 40 
94 , 40 

144 
80 

64 
80 

144 

-49 , 60 

194 . 40 
200 , 00 

6 . 60 

Example Example 
6 1. 

$200 
200 

Nil 

Nil 

$180 
1il 
Nil 

80 
Nil 

80 

144 
80 

64 
80 

144 

- 64 

200 

200 

Nil 

$JOO 
Nil 

Nil 

100% 

$180 
180 
144 

Nil 
144 
144 

144 

144 

144 

Nil 

1 44 
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l If> 3, [ ( 3) For the purpose.s of this Act, the expression "earnings 
as a self-employed person", in relation to a self-employed 
person, means so much of the assessable income ( as deter-
mined under and fo,. the purposes of the Land and Income 
Tax Act 1954) of that person as is beneficially derived by 
him from the carrying on by him of a business; but does not 
include income so derived to the extent to which that income 
consists of-

( a) Income from dividends ( as defined in section 4 of the 
Land and Income Tax Act 1954), not being income 
derived by that person from the carrying on by 
him of the business of dealing in shares; or 

(b) Income from interest or from any premium or like 
rev~nue arising from a debt, not being income 
denved b~ that person_ from the carrying on by him 
of the busm~ of lending money or of a business in 
the course of the conduct of which financial accom-
modation is regularly given to customers; or 

( c) Income from rents, fines, premiums or other revenues 
(including payment for or in r;spect of the good-
~ of any b~ess, or the benefit of any statutory 
licence.-or pnvilege) derived by that person as the 
owner of land from any lease of, or licence relating 

NOIJ..VSN:ldlNOJ 

t the land (including any chattels inc~uded in the 
l~;se or licence), not being incorr:e denved ~y _that 
person from the carrying on by him of the usmess 
of-

( i) Opera ting an hotel, motel, motor camp, 
hostel , convalescent home, private hospital, or 
boarding house; or . . . 

(ii) Hiring premises in con1unction with the 
provision of goods and services thereon ,-vh~re . th~ 
hiring of the premises ·is for ~h.e sole or pnnc1pa 
purpose of enabling the prons10n of those goods 
and services; or 

( d) Income from the lease or bailment of live.stock; or 
( e) Income from the grant or re~ewal, or [rom the sale or 

· other disposition, of any nght relatmg to-
( i) The operation of any mine or quarry; or _ 
(ii) The extraction, removal, or other exploit-

ation of any standing timber or of any natural 
resource; or 

(iii) _The taking in any other manner of profits 
or produce from land; or 

(f) Income from any easement affecti~g land; or . 
( ) Income from payments of any kmd made as cons1der-
g . f at1on or-

( i) The sale or other disposit_ion of, c, r the ~se 
of, or the right to use, any copynght, patent, design 
or model, plan, secret formula . or process, trade 
mark or other like property or nght; or 

(ii) The supply of scientific,_ technic~l, industrial, 
or commercial knowledge ~r mformat10n (but not 
· eluding any services which are rend_ered as a 
~cans of enabling the appl~cation or enJoyment of 
such knowledge or information) ; or 

(h) Income derived by that person from a partnership or 
joint undertaking where that pers~n does n?t 
render personal service.s to a substantial degree !11 
the carrying on of the busine.ss of the partnership 
or joint undertaking; or 

( i) Any share or interest in income ?erived by that person 
as a beneficiary under any will, trust, or sett!ement, 
not being a share or interest referred to m sub-
section ( 4) of this section ; or 

W~::1.L ONO, 



(j) Income which is neither derived from New Zealand 
( as defined in section 2 of the Land and Income 
Tax Act 1954) nor deemed for the purposes of 
the Land and Income Tax Act 1954 to be derived 
from New Zealand ( a5 so defined) ; or 

(k) Any compensation as defined in section 2 ( 1) of this 
Act; or 

(1) Any earnings referred to in paragraph (1) of subsection 
( 2) of this section: 

Provided that, for the purpose of assessing earnings for 
the payment of compensation, any income of a person allowed 
by any provision of the Land and Income Tax Act 1954 to 
be spread back or apportioned to a financial year earlier than 
that in which the income was derived shall not be included 
in the earnings of that person for any financial year other 
than that in which it was derived, if the application tu the 
Commissioner of Inland Revenue for the spread-back or 
apportionment was made subsequent to the time of the 
accident in respect of which earnings related compensation 
is or is to be claimed. 

( 4) For the purposes of subsection ( 3) of this section, 
in the case of a person to whom paragraph (b) of the defini-
tion of the expression "self-employed person" in section 2 ( 1) 
of this Act applies, any income ref erred to in that paragraph 
shall, to the extent of that person's vested beneficial share or 
interest in that income, be deemed to have been derived by 
him from the carrying on by him of a business. 

(5) Every reference in this section to the carrying on of 
a business by a person shall be read as a reference to the 
carrying on of that business by that person either alone or 
together with another person or other persons. 

( 6) Nothing in this section shall restrict subsection ( 8) of 
section 60 of this Act.l 

This section wu brought into force on 1 April 1974; see S.R. 1973/290/2. 
In subs. (2), para. (dd) was inserted by 1. 39 (1) of the Accident 

.Compensation Amendment Act (No. 2) 197S. See 1. l (3) of that Act. 
In subs. (2} (g) · the word "penon" wu subttituted ,.for the words 

·"'director of a c:omp&ny" by L '39 '(2) (a) of that Act. · · · 
la subs. (2) (k) the words in aquare bracketa .. wcre aibltituted for the 

words "Act; ol"" by •. 39 (2) (b) of that Act. 
11?. sube. (2) {)) the word ~r'' lias been added comequent on the 

.additwn of para. (m) ~ subs . .(2) by L 4 .of ~e . .Accidmt Compematiou 
Amendment Act 1974. 

In suba. {2), para. (m) wu added bys. 4 of the Accident Compema~ 
. .Amendment Act 1974 from 1 April 1974; 9'lC L 1 (5) of that Act. 

Subss. (3) to (6) were substituted for the original subss. (3) 1D (5) l,y 
1. 39 (3) of the Aa:ident Compensation Amcodmmt Ar:t (No. ~) 197S. 
See •. 1 3 of that Act. ~.....,,.,,.--------------------..........,;; 
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